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The Oriel Window











The Reading Establishment

The Pencil of Nature was published here
in six installments between 1844 and 1846:
the first commercially produced book 
illustrated with photographs.





















In Resonance:
On the invention of the photographic negative by Talbot

You can see why there was such excitement at the dawn of photography: to 
grab what we see with our eyes for only a moment and fix it onto something 
material. To pull rays of light through a lens from all angles and cook an 
image onto something flat. To freeze an experience that we may reflect on 
later. One click. Gotcha. 

As if to capture reality – well nothing of the sort really. But it didn’t take long 
to understand what photography could capture. 

Louis Daguerre gave us a jumpstart but William Fox Talbot gave us a more 
versatile technology. You can imagine how draftsmen got excited because 
they could so easily render a scene. The only competitor at the time was 
marks on paper made by stylus and hand, costing serious time and skilled 
interpretation, which Talbot lacked. (Pencil of Nature was an early coinage by 
Talbot, his title for the first book that used images drawn by light.) My father, 
an architect, used the invention of Edwin Land – the Polaroid Land Camera 
– to capture work sites and buildings-in-progress. (Talbot wrote of Lacock 
Abbey on the River Avon, as the first building “that was ever yet known to 
have drawn its own picture”– the earliest form of “selfie.”) 

After draftsmen were the Romantics, loving the grainy blur, the gauzy hints 
of other-worldliness Talbot called “fairy pictures.” At first this was a side-
effect of technology, not an aesthetic choice, and an ironic opposition to the 
objectivity that draftsmen wanted. Botanists sought a record of nature (at 
least its basic visual qualities). Happier even than botanists, astronomers 
could wait for long exposures and accumulate dim objects into a map of the 
heavens. In another ironic opposition, botanists craved photography for 
freezing a single living moment, while astronomers wanted to see backwards 
in time. 

Perhaps the biggest innovation of Talbot’s technology for “the art of 
photogenic drawing,” was what he added to the technical processes of 
photography. Because his chemistry for freezing an image turns light into 
dark and leaves dark to stay light, this imprints the negative image of what 
we see onto an intermediary, a buffer, an interruption of a material kind. 



Sensibly, this novel artifact with emergent advantages came to be called 
“a negative.”

The first advantage is reproduction: Talbot needed a way to flip the 
image back to the proper mapping of light with light and dark with dark, 
aka, a positive. In the process the intermediation of the negative invited 
adjustments and interventions. It afforded making choices beyond the 
moment of capture, to moments of re-making. These benefits were simply 
the result of how the technology worked. In this new and unexpected space 
between capture and outcome, artistry was invited.

Advantage two: since making the positive was done with light and didn’t 
degrade the negative, the photographer could make an indefinite number 
of copies. Talbot saw early on this built-in business model in selling 
reproductions.

The third advantage was metaphysical: Talbot’s negative gave us a 
persistent, distinct material reminder that capturing an image requires a 
transformation and so cannot be the same as the original experience. (An 
algorithm and data are involved, undeniable even then). While Talbot 
and his successors got the technology of picture-taking to go faster and 
easier, the intermediacy of the negative encouraged greater expressiveness, 
emotion and choice. The painters got in the blink of an eye that even 
photography was subjective. They just kept blinking, because, at least we’re 
told, they worried about being replaced by photography. But they already 
knew the jig was up about the whole “reality” construct. (Painters had 
wanted all the credit for realizing and reifying subjectivity, but they had to 
give some to photography. Pissed off, they ran to abstraction for revenge. 
With little choice).

Edwin Land’s daughter asked him why film in a camera needed to go 
somewhere else (to be “developed” and “printed”) before offering up its 
moments. She wanted the result immediately and rejected the intermediacy 
of time. For Land, this was the question that led to instant photography, 
which in his era meant that you take the picture and, in a matter of a minute 
or even seconds, you get your snapshot.

Today we tap a screen and pixelize a moment. That’s our instant 
photography. Pixels offer an indefinite number of ways to play with the 
intermediacy – they are the modern negative and positive at once. We like 

to crop, adjust, and use filters, put our face onto the body of a superhero, or 
smack it like a banner on the side of the Chrysler Building. These are choices 
of a kind. Yet most of us don’t bother with that, we just send our images to 
everyone we know without thinking about it. The result is massively instant 
photography. And we’re drowning in a deluge because it costs us nothing. 

When the taking of each photo expended film and making a copy from 
a negative cost something too, photographers learned to conserve their 
resources by making good choices. They planned wisely, framed carefully, 
and wasted less time and film.

Cut to the ubiquity of digital cameras, especially in mobile devices. When 
everyone can take photographs the situation becomes reflexive. 
If I “instagram” a photo, its importance doesn’t derive from how many 
receive it, nor even how many wish to have received it. Most important is the 
meta-sharing: if I knew that you likely wanted it, and you did want it, and we 
want each others’ wanting, then we share a gift of intangible yet irreplaceable 
value: Call this, the resonance of sharing.

So perhaps the problem is not that all of us think we are really 
photographers; but the zero-cost for “sharing” with an inappropriately large 
number of connections is making us attentionally bankrupt. We are stealing 
each other’s focus and giving too little back. It should be going the other 
way: We should be creating moments of immediacy to share with those 
we resonate with most, instead of creating an impending bankruptcy of 
attention.

Research shows that our lack of spending time alone, also called solitude, has 
been suctioned up by the ubiquity of addictive digital experiences. When we 
lose that solitude, we lose introspection, and then we crave connecting with 
people again. Yet we go directly and again to the easy digital media-at-hand, 
creating a vicious cycle.

If you get a photograph (or a text, or any semiotic sign) that resonates with 
you, the value of this is far greater than the attendant cost of your attention. 
(It doesn't even occur to you that it costs you anything.) Some sharing gives 
you more than you gave to get it. With deep intimacy, we recognize this 
resonance as a form of love. But with less intimacy, as long as the gain is 
greater than the cost, isn’t that a degree of love?
So this space, this intermediacy, this negative, which is not the moment 



itself, not the scene, not to be confused with reality, allows us an entirely 
different universe in which, through the resonance of sharing, we lose more 
of our differences and come closer. We may erase the worry that we can't 
have reality, embracing instead that, as humans, we exist in this shared space, 
neither yours nor mine but ours: us, one, in love.

Can we create a platform for sharing resonances? An economy of shared 
resonance. It would incentivize love.

Paul Pangaro



Interior of the South Gallery, Laycock Emma Thomasina Talbot, 1829

In Negative

                
                [The camera] may be said to make a picture of whatever it sees, the object 
                glass is the eye of the instrument – the sensitive paper may be compared 
               to the retina.
                                                                                      William Henry Fox Talbot

In the course of teaching myself the history of photography, my trajectory 
of interest in terms of integrity and purity seemed to telescope in reverse 
towards the beautiful images made in the 19th century. I am rendered 
awestruck by the very first images realized by Nicéphore Niépce in 1826 or 
1827, transfixed by the view out his window in Chalon-sur-Saône. I find great 
beauty in the wondrously exact detail of daguerreotypes. 

But, for me, Talbot negatives are among the very most breathtaking objects 
in the world.

In general, I am more impressed by the rethinks, the thoughtful, digested 
second thoughts than I am by the near haphazard first in any field. Yet I have 
the deepest affection for the very first negative, reproduced on the cover 
here in actual size. It is of an oriel window in the south gallery at Lacock 
Abbey, Wiltshire, made by Talbot in his self described “brilliant summer” of 
1835, a year that in music gave us Carnaval by Schumann, Donizetti’s  Lucia 
di Lammermoor, Bellini’s I Puritani , works by Chopin and Just as I am by 
Charlotte Elliott. 

This image is perhaps inconsequential aesthetically in itself but for me it 
remains signal in my sense of what photography has most offered us. It tips 
its hand to the reproducibility that amounts to photography’s most lasting 
revolution. 

There is a fairly crowded field in the 1820s vying to be recognized as the 
first to fix an image created by light. Nicéphore Niépce, Louis-Jacques-
Mandé Daguerre, William Henry Fox Talbot, Hippolyte Bayard all made 
contributing discoveries, all involved with chemical experimentation 
concentrated on the same obsession with the challenge of fixing an image 
made by light on a substrate. How likely is it that photography was virtually 



“invented” nearly simultaneously by four people at once in two countries? It 
can seem as though the idea was being sent from on high, available to those 
with the clearest antennae, that they all “heard” photography at vaguely the 
same time. In his letters, Mozart speaks a few times of music arriving to him 
fully formed, only requiring his work as a transcriber or secretary. 

 I must finish [writing this letter] now, because I've got to write at 
 breakneck speed—everything's composed—but not written yet.  
                                                Mozart, 1780

Lyricism was there to be heard and Mozart heard it clearly. I believe the 
invention of photography to be similar.

The contemporary swirl of claims, counterclaims, patents, publications 
and attributions as to who came first has led to a kind of revisionist musical 
chairs in the present, with partisan interests perpetuating past disputes. 
Certainly there were the contemporary winners, but it is a bit like the Tour de 
France, where the winner of any given stage is generally not, in the end, the 
overall winner. Less single-minded or perhaps more distracted participants 
such as Talbot and Bayard may have been ahead at certain points but 
ultimately missed out to the ambition of other players. How telling that in 
response to Daguerre’s patent, Bayard made a remarkable image of himself 
as a drowned man. 

Given that this particular game is in my salon, I am giving the chair of honor 
to Talbot, for introducing reproducibility while also creating the most 
extraordinarily beautiful photographs. His negatives are fabulous and this 
issue of my magazine celebrates the very first negative; nothing could be 
more perfect than the sheet of paper that actually faced the subject, that 
contains the light rays that streamed through the window and made that 
image. 

The first negative might have been of a long departed goose (no, it would 
not have stayed still long enough, unless a cook encouraged it to do so) or a 
long dead shrub, but instead it was of a still extant window. I have long loved 
touching things, if only to confirm to myself that genius does not spring 
from places or objects but from an individual: to know the place where it 
happened but also to know that the place did not make it happen. I have 
touched the armchair in which Moliere died, the cafetière of Balzac, a leaf 

collected from over the tomb of Baudelaire, the tower library of Montaigne, 
the right breast of Gislebertus’ sculpture of Eve in Autun, the doorway of 
Keats’ home in Hampstead, the metal pipe railing up to the apartment of 
Shostakovich in Moscow, the door lintel of Byron’s apartment in Brussels 
(which last action got me detained by police – a secret American military 
installation at that time, as it turned out). 

Lacock Abbey is now in the hands of the National Trust and heartily curated 
for the unschooled visitor arriving with or without an interest in Talbot. 
How can I ever forget my first viewing of the oriel window, sandwiched as 
I was between a pianistic volunteer playing Dave Brubeck’s Take Five and 
massed banners featuring Che Guevara and other iconic images credited to 
Talbot’s invention. These days, life seems to demand blinders in order to 
function rationally or lyrically; maybe it has always been so. 

Dennis Letbetter
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